SUBJ Take 6 of 6 -- Comlist: Moscow Consolidated 5 Aug 91

Full Text Superzone of Message

1 77 "problems, events, and figures in ussr": anon on econ activity in ussr for first half of this year (3 min); anon introducing 35-yr-old (sergey shakhrai), aide of yeltsin, and rising politician in soviet union (9 min); report on intvw with those who participated in preps made 30 years ago for first space flight (4 min); anon introducing ppl of kazakh (5 min). (kor 0900)

2 78 "soviet union: issues, events and people". (rpt czech/slovak 031800, item 95 on 4 aug list) (czech/slovak 041800)

3 79 "life in ussr": discussing inflation, farming controversy in rsfsr, environmental measures, soviet national olympic cmtee. (35 min overall; somali 041700)

4 80 "ussr today": solovyev on gorbachev decree for more consumer goods' production (3 min); solovyev on draft cpsu platform (4 min); report on bahaism (4.5 min). (11.5 min overall: mand 1300)

5 81 "wang xiao half-hour": discussing sov econ interaction with world economy; report on sea of okhotsk. (30 min overall: mand 1300)

6 82 "cultural life": reviewing cultural, music festivals in august; feature on film director, ballet. (26 min overall, incl music: mand 1000 1400)

7 83 "mailbag": reviewing listeners' letters giving reception reports and expressing interest in ussr, info given on new bill passed by supsov permitting soviet citizens to leave country and recent emigration from ussr; accounts of estonian inhabitants' sightings of ufo in response to interest expressed by listeners. (19.5 min: frenchinter 041800)

8 84 mufti of chechen ingushetiya (gezabayev) on various muslim factions in ussr saying that strong relations exist between them, mentioning uzbek muslim theologians rendered valuable assistance to muslims in his republic in establishing religious admin there, now there are nine administrations instead of only four, pointing to old mosques being renovated and new ones built, stating islam calls for unity of all muslims. (arabic 1400)

9 85 misc internal ussr items: 33: global 1 sov 6 eur 1 latam 3 mideast 3 afr 2 asc 5 asnc 12

10 UNPRO: tv 0900 rtv 1700 2000 enginter 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2100 2200

11 POOR: spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 hungarian 2000 mand 1000 jap 041100 041400

12 PART MISSED: enginter 2200 arabic 1400 (endall) 5 Aug 91 BT #0547 NNNN
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